
Abstract 
 
Because the environment of low interest rate, Life Insurance company’s 

loss expanded and raised the concerns of investors. More badly, the domestic 
high-yield-rate investment tools are less. For example, the total disposable 
capitals reached NT$ 5,112 billions in the end of 2004. There are 12.3% of 
these huge bucks, i.e. NT$ 611 billions that put in short term investment 
including commercial papers and cash. Now, not only the authorities also the 
life insurers are expecting the augment of foreign investment percentage. 
Recent amendments on the Law of Insurance suggest raise the ceiling of 
foreign investment from 35% to 50%. 

In order to propose total solutions for life insurers and MOF, this paper 
goes through broad discussions on 「Could the augment of investment ceiling 
solve the issues of interest loss?」 Hopefully, the life insurers would benefit 
from them. And these topics are 「the calculation of assumed interest rate of 
in-force life insurance policies」、「the analysis of Taiwan life insurers’ dilemma 
for assets management in current financial environment」. 

This paper advises that break-even normally is very difficult in Taiwan 
financial environment currently. Although the industrial average assumed 
interest rate of in-force policies is decreasing due to the lower assumed interest 
rate of new contracts. The legal investment tools are still far too less. Low yield 
rate and duration mismatch are the aches deep in the heart of life insurers. 

Due to the shortage of investment tools, the efficiency frontier analysis 
suggests that life insurers shall enhance oversea investment as a total solution. 
And it will create expected returns under the low cost of hedge. Nevertheless, if 
the hedging cost is uprising, the results of expanding oversea investment won’t 
create values any more. By the way, it won’t perform worse either if life 
insurers uphold original investment decision. Actually, the results of investment 
depend on risk management and the ability to choose better oversea investment 
tools. 

To conclude that the augment of oversea investment ceiling could be 
approved case-by-case not to enact the law. Especially the part exceeding 35% 
should be audited more toughly. The augment of oversea investment ceiling is 
not the key issue. More important is that the government shall propose national 
strategy to improve financial environment and build up sound development 
settings for insurance industry.  
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